Comments for PDF24 Help Center
	Comment on Coding error about Chinese by aying
Thanks. It works. but not all fonts supported Chinese(simple &#038; tradition) are avaliable even it shows in PDF24  .And some times saving process stuck after editing. It&#039;s good if there is notice for unsupport language，like showing rectangles.
	Comment on Coding error about Chinese by aying
Thanks. It works. but not all fonts supported Chinese(simple &#038; tradition) are avaliable even it shows in PDF24  .And some times saving process stuck after editing. It&#039;s good if there is notice for unsupport language，like showing rectangles.
	Comment on To folder from program by Stefan Ziegler
The fileName is derived from the print job name but there is no variable for the folderName. Most of the time a folder name does not exists because not available in the print job name.
	Comment on To folder from program by johnnordmark
What I am looking for is a placeholder called $folderName or similar under Output Directory. Or is there any other way?
	Comment on Why does PDF Edit only show the first page of a multi-page PDF? by paulsolarwin
Answered the question myself, Just realised that it doesn&#039;t progress from one page to the next when I scroll to the end of a page, I have to click on the control on the top of the page to progress to the next page.
	Comment on New window instead of new tab by Stefan Ziegler
Here is the information you need:
https://creator.pdf24.org/manual/11/#410-registry-settings-related-to-pdf24-reader

Search for &quot;OpenInExistingInstance&quot;
	Comment on New window instead of new tab by frozeniceman
Could you please share some information where this configuration option can be found? I am using version 11.15.2
	Comment on How do I view pdf in full screen in PDF24 Reader? by Stefan Ziegler
Do you use the latest version? If not, please  update.
	Comment on Add watermark from command line by patrispa
thanks again
	Comment on Add watermark from command line by Stefan Ziegler
The -profileParam switch is available since version 11.7.0

